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ABSTRACT

Airway management in patients with maxillofacial trauma is complicated by injuries to routes of intubation, and the surgeon is frequently asked to secure the airway. Airway obstruction from hemorrhage, tissue prolapse, or edema may require emergent intervention for which multiple intubation techniques exist. Competing needs for both airway and surgical access create intraoperative conflicts during repair of maxillofacial fractures. Postoperatively, edema and maxillomandibular fixation place the patient at risk for further airway compromise.
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Patients with maxillofacial trauma present unique airway management challenges in the emergent, operative, and postoperative settings. The craniomaxillofacial surgeon is often asked to secure the airway in patients with severe facial injuries, and familiarity with available techniques allows for the most expedient and least morbid means of success. Orotracheal intubation remains the primary method of securing the emergent airway. Fiberoptic-assisted nasotracheal intubation has gained popularity in managing difficult airways despite traditional concern for intracranial penetration in patients with severe skull base injuries. Temporizing measures such as the laryngeal mask airway and esophageal/tracheal combination tube provide ventilation until a definitive airway can be obtained. When other measures fail, cricothyroidotomy is an expedient means of tracheal intubation.

Intraoperative maxillomandibular fixation often necessitates nasotracheal intubation. When nasoorbitoethmoid (NOE) fractures coexist with mandibular fractures, the nasotracheal tube interferes with operative correction. Tracheostomy and intraoperative exchanges between naso- and orotracheal intubation have traditionally been used in this subset of patients, yet surgeons have sought other methods to avoid the associated morbidity of these maneuvers. Submental and retromolar intubation maintain oral and nasal access while simultaneously avoiding tracheostomy.

Postoperative management of patients with maxillofacial trauma focuses on avoiding reintubation of the difficult airway. Maxillomandibular fixation affects respiratory parameters, and close monitoring of these patients is sometimes necessary. Efforts at eliminating difficult airway reintubations have led some anesthesiologists to use pediatric airway exchange catheters after extubation.

EMERGENT MANAGEMENT

Airway maintenance is the first step in the American College of Surgeons Advanced Trauma Life Support protocol.¹ In a review of 1025 patients with facial
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fractures by Tung and colleagues, 17 (1.7%) emergently required establishment of a definitive airway secondary to airway obstruction. Thus, the majority of patients with maxillofacial trauma present with a stable airway, and simple monitoring of oxygenation via pulse oximetry is often all that is required. Although infrequent, the life-threatening nature of airway compromise mandates early identification of the patient subset that requires emergent or prophylactic airway control.

Guidelines for tracheal intubation issued by the Eastern Association for the Surgery of Trauma identify cervical spine injury, severe cognitive impairment, severe neck injury, severe maxillofacial injury and smoke inhalation as potential causes for airway obstruction. With regards to cognitive impairment, Advanced Trauma Life Support protocol recommends intubation of all patients with a Glasgow Coma Scale score of 8 or less. Airway obstruction directly related to maxillofacial trauma can be caused by tongue base or maxillary prolapse, pharyngeal edema or hematoma, and severe hemorrhage. Patients with bilateral mandibular body fractures are especially at risk for tongue base prolapse; tongue retraction with a heavy suture or towel clamp will allow oxygenation until a definitive airway is secured. Le Fort fractures may cause airway compromise via maxillary prolapse, edema, or hemorrhage. Ng and colleagues reported establishing an emergency airway in 22 (34%) of 64 patients presenting with Le Fort fractures; the severity of the Le Fort fracture also correlated with an increased need for intubation.4

Figure 1 Manual inline stabilization.

No consensus regarding the best means of intubation in patients with cervical spine injuries has been reached.7 Reports of rapid sequence induction, manual inline stabilization of the head, and orotracheal intubation via direct laryngoscopy have shown this to be a safe, successful maneuver.12 To attempt intubation via manual inline stabilization, the patient's head is placed in a neutral position and grasped at the mastoid processes by an assistant (Fig. 1). This serves to limit the natural head movement that occurs during direct laryngoscopy.

Other intubation tools that limit cervical motion include the Bullard laryngoscope (ACMI Corporation, Southborough, MA) and the flexible fiberoptic endoscope. The Bullard is a rigid laryngoscope (Fig. 2) whose anatomic blade design allows insertion and fiberoptic glottic visualization while maintaining a neutral head position. An attached stylet permits concomitant endotracheal tube insertion while a separate port allows for lidocaine injection or oxygenation. Improved ventilation provided by the larger port of the Bullard laryngoscope...
has been used during intubation of patients with maxillofacial trauma and immobilized cervical spines. Another option to both minimize head movement and avoid unsuccessful oral intubation in the sedated patient is fiberoptic nasotracheal intubation. Reports in patients with maxillofacial trauma, however, are sparse.

The conscious patient presenting with severe hemorrhage often presents a treatment dilemma with regards to cervical spine management. These patients will often struggle to sit up with their neck flexed and head down to clear blood and prevent aspiration. In these situations, the risk of airway compromise must be carefully balanced against the risk of spinal injury. Efforts to clinically clear the spine and/or place the patient in a semirigid cervical collar may hedge against potential neurological injury in these difficult circumstances.

Gunshot wounds to the face often present unique challenges in airway management due to significant tissue loss and, less frequently, associated hemorrhage. The need for emergent airway control in these patients ranges from 17 to 35% in recent reviews. Many authors recommend elective intubation even if the patient is initially stable to prevent delayed airway compromise, especially in patients with mandibular injury, oral bleeding or edema, and close-range shotgun wounds. Despite significant soft tissue loss, direct oral intubation can frequently be accomplished. If unsuccessful, some authors recommend fiberoptic nasotracheal intubation, cricothyroidotomy, and lastly, blind nasal intubation.

Regardless of the associated injuries, the primary means of securing the airway in the vast majority of acutely desaturating patients with maxillofacial trauma is orotracheal intubation via direct laryngoscopy. This has often already been performed by paramedics or emergency department personnel. For patients with severe trauma such as gunshot wounds or in whom attempts at intubation have failed, the surgeon may be called to intervene. Simple maneuvers may improve the success of orotracheal intubation. Suction is often necessary to clear pharyngeal secretions and bleeding. Visualization of the larynx may be improved with cricoid pressure by an assistant. In patients where visualization of the true vocal cords is still difficult, some have described the use of a gum elastic bougie (Fig. 3). This long introducer has an angled tip that is inserted beneath the epiglottis and advanced blindly through the glottis. Correct placement is confirmed by the distinctive feel of the tracheal rings; the patient is then intubated over the bougie. Video laryngoscopes, such as the GlideScope (Verathon, Inc., Bothell, WA), are promising new devices that allow visualization from the laryngoscope blade on a separate monitor; their use in trauma patients has not yet been described (Fig. 4).

In patients with significant trismus due to associated mandible fractures, laryngoscopy is extremely difficult and other methods are necessary. Current widespread availability and use of fiberoptic endoscopes has made fiberoptic-assisted nasotracheal intubation a valuable asset in airway management. Many prefer this method for patients who are maintaining their oxygen saturation because it allows for awake intubation, thus avoiding potential airway emergencies in the anesthetized patient. An endotracheal tube is placed over a flexible fiberoptic bronchoscope and advanced to the handle (Fig. 5). The bronchoscope, in contrast to the...
nasolaryngoscope, provides the necessary length, a suction port to clear blood and/or secretions, and a port for injection of topical anesthetic. After the bronchoscope is directed through the vocal cords, the endotracheal tube is advanced into the airway over the scope. The endotracheal tube does not always advance easily secondary to nasal and laryngeal resistance. It is therefore important to maintain constant visualization of the trachea to prevent inadvertent scope displacement and possible esophageal intubation. The presence of an assistant to advance the endotracheal tube while the surgeon maintains tracheal visualization is helpful. Fiberoptic intubation can be accomplished orally or nasally, although the oral route requires greater skill in placement and is less well tolerated by the awake patient. Injection of topical anesthetic onto the true vocal cords is often necessary in the awake patient to prevent laryngospasm. If possible, having the patient sitting will result in less tongue base prolapse and, consequently, better visualization of the larynx.

Much controversy exists regarding nasotracheal intubation in the presence of skull base fractures. Multiple reports of intracranial placement of nasogastric,23,24 nasopharyngeal,25,26 and nasotracheal tubes27 with subsequent severe neurological sequelae or death have led many to condemn nasotracheal intubation in patients with extensive cribiform plate or sphenoid sinus fractures. Intracranial penetration from attempted nasotracheal intubation has also been reported after transsphenoidal pituitary surgery.28 All cases involved blind insertion of the nasotracheal tube; no intracranial placement during fiberoptic intubation has been reported. Despite these rare case reports, some authors continue to advocate blind nasotracheal intubation in patients with skull base fractures.29 For the surgeon attempting to secure the airway in patients with maxillofacial trauma, it would seem the risk, albeit small, of catastrophic, blind intracranial tube insertion is unnecessary when other options are available. However, if blind nasotracheal intubation is attempted, it is essential to direct the tube posteriorly along the nasal floor to avoid superior displacement. Placing a gloved finger through the mouth into the nasopharynx allows palpation of the advancing tube and facilitates proper pharyngeal positioning.

Additional choices for managing the emergent airway include the intubating laryngeal mask airway (LMA Fastrach, LMA North America, San Diego, CA), esophageal/tracheal double lumen airway (Combitube, Tyco Healthcare Group LP, Pleasanton, CA), lighted stylet, and retrograde intubation. The laryngeal mask airway is placed blindly through the mouth and seals off the hypopharynx via a circumferential inflatable cuff; this design may prevent aspiration of cephalad bleeding but not of gastric contents.30 Ventilation is accomplished without actually intubating the trachea. The related intubating laryngeal mask airway (ILMA) (Fig. 6) is designed to allow subsequent passage of an endotracheal tube with detachable anesthesia circuit connector (LMA ET Tube, LMA North America, San Diego, CA). Successful emergent use of the ILMA has been described in a patient with maxillofacial trauma.31 Its ease of insertion and subsequent ability to blindly intubate the trachea may be advantageous when direct laryngoscopic intubation fails.
The esophageal/tracheal combination (ETC) tube is a dual lumen, dual cuff tube that is blindly inserted into the esophagus (Fig. 7). The distal, smaller balloon is inflated within the esophagus and may prevent reflux of gastric contents. The proximal, larger balloon seals off the oropharynx and allows ventilation via perforations between the two cuffs. Similar to the ILMA, ventilation is accomplished without direct tracheal intubation. However, if the ETC is inadvertently placed into the trachea, ventilation can still be performed in cervically immobilized patients. The lighted stylet can also be used for nasotracheal intubation, and successful application in patients with maxillofacial trauma has been reported.36

Yet another method of intubation that has been successfully employed in patients with maxillofacial trauma is retrograde intubation.37,38 A large bore Angiocath (14 to 18 gauge) is inserted at an ∼45-degree angle through the cricothyroid membrane or the proximal trachea; aspiration of air confirms placement. The catheter is advanced and the needle removed. A long guidewire is then inserted through the catheter and advanced out the nose or retrieved from the mouth with Magill forceps. The endotracheal tube is advanced over the wire via the side port, or Murphy’s eye, or pulled by tying the tube to the wire’s end. Decreased resistance to intubation may be accomplished by first advancing a tube exchanger, removing the wire, and then intubating over the exchanger.

When attempts at intubation or ventilation have failed, cricothyroidotomy is considered the procedure of choice.3 The relative ease in locating the cricothyroid membrane and its proximity to the skin allow more expedient dissection compared with emergent tracheostomy. In a review of 8320 trauma admissions, Salvino and colleagues reported performing 30 (0.4%) cricothyroidotomies for emergent airway control.39 Studies requiring emergent cricothyroidotomy or tracheostomy for patients specifically with maxillofacial trauma report rates from 0.1 to 3.3%.2,40 Often the decision to perform a cricothyroidotomy is made after failure of previous attempts at oro- or nasotracheal intubation, although it may also be the initial maneuver used to secure the airway. Studies reveal 15 to 23% of emergent cricothyroidotomies as the first and only means of airway control.39,41 Reported indications include excessive emesis or hemorrhage, known cervical spine fracture, and inability to visualize the vocal cords. Cricothyroidotomy is contraindicated in pediatric patients due to anatomic constraints and in patients with suspected laryngotraheal separation.
OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

Intraoperative airway management of patients with maxillofacial trauma is complicated by competing needs for airway and surgical access. Often, the preferred route for endotracheal tube placement prevents or interferes with surgical intervention. For patients with severe panfacial injuries, intraoperative endotracheal tube changes and tracheostomy remain common means of managing the airway. However, techniques such as submental and retromolar intubation have recently been espoused to eliminate the morbidity associated with tracheostomy as well as the risk of intraoperative tube repositioning.

Maxillomandibular fixation is often employed intraoperatively when correcting both mandibular and maxillary fractures, and, therefore, nasotracheal intubation remains the preferred technique in these patients. Preformed curved nasotracheal tubes may be used to minimize operative field interference but vary in their degree of protrusion from the nose depending on the patient’s anatomy. More precise methods of tube placement use curved, metal anesthesia circuit connectors. After successful nasotracheal intubation, the plastic connector is removed and the endotracheal tube grasped with hemostats at the naris. The tube is then cut ~1 cm above the hemostats and a curved 60–90-degree connector is attached (Fig. 8). The airway circuit is then supported on the forehead and fixed with tape and/or a circumferential head dressing. This results in minimal intrusion of the tube into the operative field.

Patients with coexisting jaw and NOE fractures present additional challenges, and, consequently, various airway management techniques have been employed. A nasotracheal tube interferes with correction of septal and NOE fractures and may be breached during surgery on the midface. One solution is to simply switch from nasal to oral intubation intraoperatively. After completion of internal fixation of jaw fractures and release of maxillomandibular fixation, the patient is nasally extubated and reintubated orally. Multiple creative methods of switching from naso- to orotracheal intubation without actual extubation have also been described. None of these maneuvers is ideal because they all interrupt the surgical procedure and risk the loss of a previously secure airway. As a result, many surgeons advocate tracheostomy before correcting extensive panfacial fractures.

Before the widespread application of rigid plating techniques, postoperative maxillomandibular fixation was frequently necessary to ensure proper occlusion. Maxillomandibular fixation combined with severe edema in patients with extensive panfacial injuries necessitated tracheostomy to protect against postoperative airway compromise. The advent of rigid internal fixation often allowed the release of maxillomandibular fixation before extubation and, consequently, avoidance of tracheostomy in more patients. Nevertheless, a standard tracheostomy before surgery provides a safe, stable airway that does not interfere with the operative field and protects against postoperative airway obstruction secondary to surgical manipulation. Possible intraoperative airway compromise during endotracheal tube exchanges is avoided. In the presence of severe neurological and/or cardiopulmonary injury, which will result in the need for continued ventilatory support after surgery, elective tracheostomy certainly provides the safest means of airway maintenance with the least morbidity. Yet for patients with maxillofacial trauma who do not require long-term ventilation, many surgeons continued to search for methods of avoiding tracheostomy.

Submental intubation was first described by Hernández in 1986 and was designed to eliminate the
morbidity of tracheostomy in patients undergoing maxillofacial surgery. The patient is first intubated orally with a reinforced endotracheal tube. The original description places an incision within the submandibular triangle (contrary to the name, submental intubation), parallel to and one finger’s breadth below the mandibular border (Fig. 9). The side opposite any body or angle fractures is chosen if possible. Incisions below the mandibular angle and within the midline have also been described. Dissection is then carried bluntly through the mylohyoid and along the inner mandibular cortex; subperiosteal versus extraperiosteal dissection is debated. The floor of mouth mucosa is then incised over the dissecting instrument. The pilot balloon and endotracheal tube without connector are pulled through the incision while the tube is stabilized to prevent inadvertent extubation. Some authors have advocated using endotracheal tubes with detachable connectors such as that designed for the intubating laryngeal mask airway. After reattaching the connector and hooking up the anesthesia circuit, the tube is sutured to the skin. The endotracheal tube can be brought back into the mouth before extubation, although extubation directly through the submental incision has been described.

Proponents of submental intubation cite more aesthetic scars, avoidance of morbidity associated with tracheostomies, and minimal complications. In a review by Caron and colleagues of 25 patients with maxillofacial trauma treated with submental intubation, 1 (4%) patient developed cellulitis at the incision site. Meyer and colleagues reported 1 (4%) patient with hypertrrophic scarring and 2 (8%) patients with floor of mouth abscesses in their series of 25 patients with maxillofacial trauma. Anwer and colleagues reported 2 of 14 (14%) patients with postoperative superficial skin infections. Other possible disadvantages include submandibular gland, Wharton’s duct, lingual nerve injury, and orocutaneous fistula formation. Additionally, increased sedation may be necessary due to the oral route of tube placement in patients who require long-term ventilation.

Perhaps the simplest and least morbid technique of avoiding tracheostomy in patients with panfacial fractures is retromolar intubation. After oral intubation in patients with missing or impacted third molars, a reinforced endotracheal tube can be passed through the retromolar space and secured to an adjacent tooth with dental wire. Patients who can close their jaws after introducing an index finger into the retromolar space likely have adequate room for this maneuver. Some authors have described concurrent third molar extraction and bone removal to enable retromolar intubation, although the latter method seems to add further morbidity to a technique designed to avoid it. Children are well suited for this method; Arora and colleagues reported 79 of 80 (99%) pediatric patients could accommodate a retromolar endotracheal tube while maintaining centric occlusion. No reports using retromolar intubation indicate difficulty with placement of maxillomandibular fixation.

POSTOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT
Patients with extensive maxillofacial trauma who are maintained in maxillomandibular fixation after surgery should be carefully monitored while in the hospital. Studies have predictably demonstrated increased respiratory obstruction in patients with maxillomandibular fixation and, therefore, they should be placed on continuous pulse oximetry. Steroids may be considered to decrease postoperative edema and improve respiratory status. Wire cutters or scissors must be placed at the bedside and, more important, ancillary staff should be taught which wires to cut if significant dyspnea or severe nausea/vomiting develops.

A unique means of avoiding difficult postoperative reintubations is via placement of a pediatric airway exchange catheter. Before extubation, this catheter is inserted through the oro- or nasotracheal tube with care taken to ensure placement above the carina. Extubation is then performed over the catheter, leaving it within the airway. It is then secured to the head and used for oxygen delivery if necessary. Surprisingly, tolerance of the catheter is quite high with reports ranging from 94 to 97%. Reintubation is performed over the catheter and has been uniformly successful in published accounts.

Figure 9 Submental intubation.
CONCLUSIONS
Management of patients with maxillofacial trauma presents difficulties specific to injuries of the upper airway. Multiple options exist for securing the emergent airway, and specific interventions will depend on the availability of instruments and experience of practitioners in each setting. Each technique has certain advantages and limitations; when properly applied, the airway can be secured with minimal morbidity. The decision to perform cricothyroidotomy must be made on an individual basis, and some patients may still require it as the initial intervention. Intraoperatively, fracture patterns will dictate routes of intubation. Newer options such as submental and retromolar intubation are gaining popularity. Postoperative vigilance must be high for patients who are still in maxillomandibular fixation. Difficult airways may benefit from placement of airway exchange catheters before extubation.
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